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1. Introduction
It is very dificult to conserve and utilize highly decayed excavated remains made of mud bricks. 
The best way is reburying so far. However, in many countries especialy developing countries, reburied 
remains wil not always be preserved, but often be destroyed and disappear. Therefore, in order to 
conserve such remains, they should be restored visibly to a certain extend and utilized as 
archaeological site anyway. This may not be a good method, but at least beter than being destroyed 
and disappearing. This is considered an unavoidable option which we should take under the present 
conditions. A case study in Egypt is explained.
2. Archaeological Site on the Hil of South Ab-Seel, Egypt
Archaeological excavation at Hil of South Ab-Seel, which is located in the 50km south of Cairo, 
has been caried out by Waseda University team since 1991.[Fig. 1]  Two important remaining 
structures were found. One is a mud brick structural remains which relate to two kings 
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(1431–1395BC), and the other one is a stone structural remains which relate to a king (1279–1213BC) 
and his prince.[Fig. 2] Two caves and a stone-piling structure were also found.
3. Awfuly Decayed Structural Remains Made of Mud Brick
The structure made of mud bricks is located on the top of the hil. It seems that the structure was 
big and dignified. However, its remaining condition is so bad that now only some of the base part 
of the wal are present at the original places.[Fig. 3]  By the precise investigations and researches, 
the external plan of the structure (25 m × 22 m) is presumed, and the wal is considered to be 1.5m 
in thickness, in high credibility. However, higher part and internal plan of the structure cannot be 
presumed at al.
4. Deterioration and Conservation of Mud Brick Structural Remains
During excavation work, found mud brick structural remains, after precise measurement and recording, 
were covered with sand, and then covered by a plastic seat in order to protect them against water 
Fig. 1　Location of “Hil of South Ab-Seel” in Egypt
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(rain and condensation) and prevent the applied 
sand scatering away. This temporary measure 
would be efective for quite long time, if remains 
were under ground level. However, in this case, 
since the remains are located on the top of a hil, 
the seat and sand are easily blown of by wind. 
Hence, re-exposed remains were had to be 
covered with sand and by seat every year.[Fig. 
4]
Measurement of environmental condition shows 
that temperature and humidity change largely in 
inverse proportion within a day, which means 
that condensation occurs every day through the 
year.[Fig. 5] Rain water does not afect so much 
because precipitation there is around 16 mm per 
year. Water by condensation makes mud lamp 
to be mud powder continuously. Actualy the 
remains had been deteriorating year by year 
since they were excavated and re-exposed, and 
now they were in severe condition to extinction.
5. Basic Ideas for the Conservation and the Utilization of Mud Brick Structural Remains
Basic Ideas for the conservation work of the structural remains, considering their utilization are as 
folows:
Fig. 2　Mud brick structural remains and stone structural remains
Fig. 3　Mud bricks which are the parts of very 
botom of wal
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1) Decreasing deterioration factors.
Since the main deterioration factor to mud bricks is penetration and evaporation of water, they 
are to be treated with hydrophobic silicone resin, for instance, to consolidate and make them 
waterproof. Then, they are to be covered with new mud bricks in order to protect them.
2) Treatment in this time should not make it dificult to do a radical conservation work in 
the future.
Original mud bricks are covered with sand, and then new construction is made.
3) It should be understood that the remains were parts of a mud brick structure.
Materials used for structural conservation are new mud bricks and mud.
Fig. 4　Temporary re-burying of mud brick remains during excavation work
Fig. 5　Change of the temperature and humidity in a day
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4) Shape of the original structure can be imagined anyway.
Reconstructed wals should be folowed the original positions.
5) Newly constructed part should not cause misunderstandings of the remains.
Known factors and unknown factors (size, shape, color, etc.) should be clearly divided when 
new construction is made.
6. Actual Conservation Procedure
1) Remaining mud bricks were impregnated with a mixture of silicone resin solution* and acrylic 
resin solution** to consolidate them and make them waterproof.[Fig. 6]
 * 35% solution of methyl tri-ethoxy silane in toluene and methanol
** 15% solution of Paraloid B-72 in toluene
Fig. 6　Applying a mixture of silicone resin and acrylic resin for consolidation 
and waterproofing
Fig. 7　Sand, pebbles on which date is marked, and new mud bricks applied
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2) They are covered with sand, and then pebbles on 
which the date is marked were put on the sand, so 
that the date of this conservation work wil be 
recognized clearly in the future.[Fig. 7]
3) New mud bricks were set on the sand according 
to the analyzed and supposed plan of the original 
wal (outer part only). The heights of the wal were 
6 pieces of brick at west side and 2 to 3 pieces at 
east side. The new bricks are smaler (25 × 12 × 
8 cm) than original ones (37–42 × 18–20 × 10 cm), 
which means that newly added bricks wil be 
identified by size in the future. The new bricks 
were bonded by mud mortal.[Fig. 8]
4) Inside of the wal was filed with sand and then 
covered with mud mortar which is the same one 
used for bonding of bricks.[Fig. 9] [Fig. 10]
5) Finaly al the outer surfaces are covered with mud 
mortar. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the whole view 
after conservation (semi-reconstruction) work.
7. Discussion
In order to protect archaeological remains, first of al, they should be recognized as archaeological 
property and be conserved appropriately. Therefore, partial reconstruction is often necessary to make 
remains visible as archaeological property. Although preservation and reconstruction are basicaly 
inconsistent idea with each other, how can we make them compatible as far as archaeological 
consideration permits?
Here, an example of conservation of mud brick structural remains is presented. From the standpoint 
Fig. 8　Only outside of the wal was made using new mud bricks
Fig. 9　Inside of the wal was filed with sand 
and then covered with mud
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of conservation and utilization of archaeological remains, wide discussion is so welcome.
Fig. 10　Inside of the wal was filed with sand and then covered with mud
Fig. 11　After completion of the conservation (semi-reconstruction) work
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Fig. 12　After completion of the conservation (semi-reconstruction) work
